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The RxASP 1000 takes adherence packaging to a whole new level—no more trays. 
With complete security and confidence, pharmacies can increase profitability and 
accuracy; improve productivity; eliminate waste, theft and diversion, and free up 
floor space with the RxSafe 1800.

RxASP 1000™ Adherence Packaging  
and RxSafe 1800™ Robotic Pharmacy  
Workflow Automation by RxSafe

Company Background
RxSafe began operations in 2008. Many of  the principal employees 
have been innovating together since the early 90’s at such companies 
as Pyxis, Omnicell and DDN where they have extensively contributed 
to the advancement of  automation in the pharmacy industry. RxSafe’s 
founder and CEO, William Holmes has authored 50 U.S. patents.

Product Overview
Technology sets our automated strip packager, the RxASP 1000™

apart—offering more than 1000 canisters, it takes oral solid packaging 
to a whole new level. Our easy-to-use universal canister means there are 
no more trays or remote filling stations since it can dispense any size pills 
including split tabs.

The RxSafe 1800 is the leader in automated, high-density robotic 
storage and retrieval of  stock bottles. It represents an evolutionary leap 
in pharmacy automation technology because it goes beyond drawer-
based systems. Unlike vial filling robots that hold a small percentage of  
your formulary, an RxSafe system can hold virtually all of  your oral solid 
stock bottles.

When you’re busy, the RxSafe 1800 system really shines. Users report 
that a single operator can routinely fill at an effective rate of  over 100 
scripts per hour. If  your space is tight, or there’s better use for the space, 
RxSafe is the solution. In a 3-tower system up to 5,400 stock bottle 
containers fit in only 40 square feet of  space.

Join the other independents, chains, hospitals, clinics, military, and 
institutional pharmacies that have selected RxSafe in the quest for a 
better pharmacy.

Features & Options
n RxASP 1000 for Adherence Packaging
The RxASP 1000™ breaks all the barriers of  past strip packagers. 
Designed with the most versatile “hi-fidelity” pouch printing and the 
easiest to open “tear anywhere” pouches, it has the highest speed and 
accuracy in the industry, plus the lowest operating cost. 

What really stands out is the huge space savings. Engineered to 
have the smallest footprint of  any strip packager on the 
market, the RxASP 1000 replaces 10 automatic strip 
packagers in 80% less space with only one set of  
inventory and one maintenance agreement.

Additionally, our product line includes the 
RxASP 20™ for entry-level packaging and retail 
adherence programs.

RxSafe provides you with a complete package 
to guide your patients to 100% adherence. Seven 
years in development, RxEnsure™ is an additional 
level of  assistance for your patients—outperforming 
anything on the market.

n RxSafe 1800 for Outpatient & Employee Pharmacy
Accuracy. Efficiency. Security. With only one technician and one 
pharmacist, virtually every pharmacy, every day can fill all prescriptions 
without extra filling staff. And, with one open bottle at a time, there’s less 
chance for error, no wasted inventory and no narcotics theft. In fact, the 
RxSafe 1800™ is so secure it’s been approved by the U.S. Department of  
Defense for CII narcotics storage.

With the RxSafe 1800, inventory is 100% accurate because it stores 
stock bottles behind locked doors and forces workflow at one station 
without the added expense of  other software or hardware. Remote 
Stock Management is another standard feature of  the RxSafe 1800. 
All pharmacy inventory is managed by the system whether it’s inside or 
outside the RxSafe. No more audits. No more overstocking or wasted 
inventory.

Testimonial
“ We selected RxSafe for our strip packaging technology to take advantage of  
“next generation” automation. We’re enjoying the benefits of  state of  the art 
integration, “high fidelity” flexible pouch printing, lower labor and consumables 
cost, plus higher accuracy in a small footprint. Additionally, RxSafe has excellent 
customer service that supports our needs.”

— Rick Rondinelli, R.Ph., President-CEO, In Touch Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Additional Product Lines
RxASP 600™, RxASP 300™, RxASP 20™, RxSafe 900™, RxVault 
1800™, RxVault 900™, RxAWS, RxWillCall™, Pharmacy Design & 
Workflow Consulting

Ordering Information
To learn how your pharmacy can benefit from an RxSafe system, 
contact us by e-mail at info@rxsafe.com, or call us at (877) 797-2332.
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